
647: Gravitational Physics

Problem Sheet 1

(1a) The Einsteinian viewpoint that gravity is the force experienced by an object that is

accelerating relative to a local inertial frame can be applied in non-relativistic classical

mechanics also. Consider a truck that is accelerating horizontally at a uniform rate

a along a level road. Relative to a local inertial frame (a frame that is freely falling),

it therefore has an vertical upward component of acceleration g and a horizontal

forward component of acceleration a. Calculate the magnitude and the direction of

the gravitational force experienced by a mass m inside the truck.

(1b) A helium-filled balloon is attached to a string inside the truck. What angle does the

string make with the vertical? In which direction does the balloon tilt?

(1c) A grandfather clock (long-case pendulum clock) operates only if it is standing strictly

vertically in the local gravitational field. How should a grandfather clock in the

accelerating truck be tilted (angle and direction) in order to operate? If it keeps

perfect time when standing vertically in the truck at rest, how long does it take for

the second-hand to complete one revolution when it is set up in the accelerating truck?

(We make the somewhat unrealistic idealised assumption here that the truck continues

to accelerate uniformly for the necessary extended period of time!)

Note: These elementary exercises are just to illustrate the simplicity of the situation

in the Einsteinian viewpoint: There is no need to mess around with force diagrams,

buoyancy forces or anything like that!

(2a) Show that if a Lorentz tensor vanishes in one Lorentz frame, it vanishes in all Lorentz

frames.

(2b) Show that if a Lorentz tensor Aµν is antisymmetric in one Lorentz frame, it is an-

tisymmetric in all Lorentz frames. Similarly, show that if a Lorenntz tensor Sµν is

symmetric in one Lorentz frame, it is symmetric in all Lorentz frames.

(2c) The 16 components of a Lorentz tensor Kµν are specified in some coordinate frame.

How would you test whether Kµν is the outer product of two vectors? (i.e. that

Kµν = AµBν for some vectors Aµ and Bν .) Can you express the test in a coordinate-

free language?

(2d) Prove, making use of the general expression for the Lorentz transformation of a (p, q)

tensor given in eqn (2.46) in the notes, that the (1, 1) Kronecker tensor δµν is an

invariant tensor.

Turn over for questions 3 and 4...



(3) Suppose it is given that the equation Uµ = Wµν Vν holds in all Lorentz frames, that

Uµ is a Lorentz vector, and that Vµ is an arbitrary Lorentz vector. Prove that Wµν

must be a Lorentz tensor. This is an example of the so-called “Quotient Rule.” Note

that the important point here is not merely to show that the equation is consistent

with assuming Wµν is a Lorentz tensor, but that, given the stated condtions, Wµν

must necessarily be a Lorentz tensor.

(4) A 4-vector V µ is called timelike if V µVµ < 0; spacelike if V µVµ > 0; and null (or

lightlike) if V µVµ = 0. Suppose that kµ is a null vector. Show that if a non-spacelike

vector V µ is orthogonal to kµ (i.e. kµVµ = 0), then it must be that V µ is just a

multiple of kµ.
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